
Beyond the Job-Shop:  Scheduling in the Real World 
 
Abstract 
 It is a curious feature of scheduling as an applied discipline that the problems whose 
features we understand the best are among those whose solution is least likely to be 
useful. Job-shop, flow-shop, assignment, sequencing, time-tabling, are all in their pure 
forms well-studied, but usable only in special cases, as gross approximations, or as 
analogies used to suggest solution approaches for the real problem.  Real scheduling 
applications present novel challenges, exhibiting structure that is in many cases poorly 
understood, and so there is frequently much room for improvement in the solution 
methods applied. 
 
In this tutorial, we shall describe and explore the messy details of real-world 
scheduling problems ranging from manufacturing (batch, continuous, and semi-
continuous processes), to professional sports leagues, to space and aviation 
applications including satellite support, image processing, and communications 
scheduling.  While we shall touch upon methods for solving some of these problems, 
the primary objective of this tutorial is to elucidate the complexities of these domains, 
rather than to prescribe solutions for them. 
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